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Abstract
Stylometric authorship attribution is an approach concerned about analyzing texts in text mining, e.g., novels and historical
books that famous authors wrote, trying to measure the author's style, by choosing some attributes that shows the author style of
writing, assuming that these writers have a special way of writing that no other writer has; thus, authorship attribution is the task
of identifying the author of a given text [1].
The main target of this paper is to apply the burrows delta algorithm and examine the effectiveness of Arabic Text fitness in
Authorship Stylometric Detection. The difficulty and complexity of the Arabic language include the language movements and
formation, which alters the meaning of words easily, in addition to changing the shape of the character at the beginning or the
end which does not guarantee the calculating word occurrences in applying Burrows Delta easily.
It is the first research of its kind that applies and analyzes studying stylometric authorship in Arabic language.
Keywords-component: authorship attribution; Stylometric; text mining
Introduction
In this research, we will measure the accuracy of applying Burrow Delta method in Arabic language, so it can be
discriminated nearly as well as fingerprints of different persons using authorship attributes.
There are many problems that tie up the progress in this field, which are the prediction accuracy results and the human
expert judgment. The techniques that manage such predictions are either using the statistical attributes such as frequent words
or the use of more sophisticated semantic techniques such as lexicons Nonetheless; the results are still considerably less
accurate [2].
The main objective of this research is applying and testing burrow delta algorithm in Arabic language with predictability
of detecting the right author through his writing style, compare the effectiveness of different attributes in Arabic as the
frequent, pair, trio sentence.
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The Burrow Delta method usually depends on the frequency word as the best attribute that could be used, many studies
strived for another beneficiary attribute, still the frequent word is ahead of other attributes that gives better results in the
researches and experiments and still the best parameter and technique that‟s been used till now the counting of the bag-of-word
with the maximum item set [1].
The research will focus on the implementation on literature written in Arabic language and work on analysis of Arabic
text based on word redundancy as a feature in Arabic books as a frequent, pair and trio-of-words and test the results obtained
using a stylometric authorship attribution.

1. Text Mining
Text Mining is the discovery by computer of new, previously unknown information, by automatically extracting
information from different written resources. A key element is the linking of the extracted information together to form new
facts or new hypotheses to be explored further by more conventional means of experimentation. Text mining is different from
what we're familiar with web search. In searching, the user is typically looking for something that is already known and has
been written by someone else. The problem is pushing aside all the material that currently isn't relevant to your needs in order to
find the relevant information. Unlike what‟s in text mining, the goal is to discover heretofore unknown information, something
that no one yet knows and so could not have yet written down [3].
Arabic is considered one of the widely spoken languages in the world, and in fact it's a primary language in the Arab
nations as well as a secondary language in many other nations. The alphabet of the language consists of 28 letters plus special
character and punctuation symbols, which is. Moreover, the writing direction in Arabic is from right to left unlike English and
Latin.

Applying (burrows-Delta and SABA) algorithms usually depends on the frequency of the word as the best attribute
that can be used to get the best prediction in the style of the writer, greater number of words frequencies will increase the
prediction percentage of author's style and vice-versa, the challenge in Arabic language that the feminine and masculine will
change the shape of adjectives and verbs that which reduces the redundancy, for example the words “  ”جميلor “ ”جميلل
means in English “beautiful” which represent two frequencies in English while it represent one frequency in Arabic, as well as
the word “play” means in Arabic “ ”لعبfor male or “ ”لعبتfor female.

Lastly, there are diacritics in Arabic that are symbols placed above or below, the letters to double the letter in the
pronunciation or to give short vowels [11]. The most researchers in Arabic text applied learning algorithms solely designed for
English text without making significant changes.

One major problem associated with Arabic text classification the lack of standardized digital Arabic texts. Such works
can be used as key data sets for researchers in related fields to compare the results. In fact, most of the related research articles
obtain data from online newspapers and websites. Such works usually do not publish their data for other researchers to utilize.
Consequently the confidence in the results derived from such experimental studies is not high enough [4]

However, researchers concluded that the Arabic text classification is a very challenging task due to language
complexity, figure 1 shown the relation between text mining and other fields.
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Figure 1: Text mining in relations to other fields
2. Authorship Attribution (AA)
Is the process of attempting to identify the likely authorship of a given document, given a collection of documents whose
authorship is known. Most of the methods described in the research literature consist of two components, an indexing
mechanism and a comparison mechanism. The indexer converts each document into a set of tokens or markers whose
properties are assumed to be characteristic in some way for a particular author. The comparator uses these markers to assign
an author to un-attributed documents [5].
To improve the feature extraction process by collecting more variety of attributes as indicators for the authorship
prediction, such as the word pair and trio word features rather than solely depending on the frequency word, whether
frequent, pair or trio words (frequent word, i.e. “”قال, pair, i.e. “ ”الى اٌنand trio i.e. “ )”من كل شًءwith pre- and post-traditional
cleansing (removing double spaces, punctuation marks, special characters, symbol and others)
Methodology
The dataset that will be used in this experiment is sourced from website www.alwaraq.net. To further explore the
properties of authorship attribution (AA) method. The dataset is a substantial cross-section of the 11th-century that equal (500
Hijri) in the Islamic calendar in Arabic literature as well as other works. By choosing from five well-known Arabs authors in
that period of time and who have at least six books for each author, to get thirty books in total.
When we select these books, we avoided the choices that we felt were inconsistent with the aims of our experiments
such as the volumes of poetry, dictionaries, or text in languages other than Arabic. Individual short literatures are avoided as
well, especially in cases where there is a collection of literatures in one book. Will be neglected authors who have less than five
books or novels and never be chosen in this experiment.
No.

Author Name

Number of Books

1

Suti – ًسٍوط

6 (5 for Learn, 1 for test)

2

Asqlani – ًعسقالن

6 (5 for Learn, 1 for test)

3

Ibnjuzia - ابن الجوزٌة

6 (5 for Learn, 1 for test)

4

Sakhawy – السخاوي

6 (5 for Learn, 1 for test)

5

Tusi – ًالطوس

6 (5 for Learn, 1 for test)

Table 1: Show the author name and number of books
As shown in table1, the data set represented 5 books for learning data and the 6th book for testing; as a result, we
have five stylometric maps each for one of the five authors.
The proposed methodology is to test the algorithm (Burrows-delta) that were used in many of the research in many
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languages using statistical analysis and text mining, but here we will test these algorithms in the Arabic language, which have
not been tested previously.
1. Burrows-delta method
While many methods have been applied to the problem of automated authorship attribution, John F. Burrows‟s “Delta
Method” [6] is a particularly simple, yet effective, one [8, 9]. The goal is to automatically determine, based on a set of known
training documents labeled by their authors, who the most likely author is for an unlabeled test document. The Delta method
uses the most frequent words in the training corpus as the features that it uses to make these judgments. The Delta measure is
defined as:
The mean of the absolute differences between the z-scores for a set of word variables in a given text-group and the zscores for the same set of word-variables in a target text [7].
The Delta of the test document is computed with respect to each of the training documents, and that author whose
training document has minimal Delta with the test document is chosen for attribution.
Burrows‟ Delta may be profitably viewed as a method for ranking authorship candidates by their probability. Let X
and Y are n-dimensional vectors of the word frequencies in two documents. Note that the z-score is obtained by subtracting out
the mean and dividing out the standard deviation. Then the Delta measure between these documents can be reformulated [8]:
∑
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Where x is the classifier that is used for comparing between learning and testing factors, n is the amount of classifiers
or markers that will be used in the test, μ and σ are the population mean and variance respectively.
Delta is like a scaled distance between the two documents. It is not the ordinary distance “as the crow flies”, but rather
it is the sum of each dimension independent.
Note that if we consider the mean of a distribution in place of Yi, this has a form similar to a Laplace probability
distribution [9]. Specifically, it is the exponent of the product of independent Laplace distributions. Thus, we are assuming that
the individual document that we are comparing the testing document against is a sort of average document for that author. The
taking of the z-score corresponds to the normalization in the exponent. So, in a sense, Delta is measuring the probability of a
document being written by an author taking each word frequency independently and then choosing the document with the
highest probability [8].
The Burrows method has been successfully improved in the past, hence the computational type method are indeed using simple
effective statistical features.
The z-score that is used in the delta depends on the standard deviation. Mean dependency leads to give a high effect or
weight for the high frequency attributes, which leads to get a high prediction and accuracy in text detections [1].
We will choose one of the authors (let SAKHAWY) to illustrate the algorithm of burrow-delta and choose a trio attribute as a
feature.
2. Transforming text into a stylometric map database
Transfer of all the books of the author (Sakhawy) into the separate stylometric database map, note that all the source
books written in (text) format, The designed database and all the included files, tables and relations are prepared, so the
experiment deals with a structured data, ready to be mined and analyzed.
After completion of the conversion of all the books in separate tables, the feature extraction step will be performed by
collecting the frequencies of the features for all 10 books individually (6 books for the author which 5 of them for make
learning map and 1 for testing, and 4 books for the other authors for testing and comparison).
We obtained all the results shown below in figure 3 using MYSQL and VISUAL BASIC
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Figure 3: Collect the frequencies of the features for sakhawy’s book1
Replace the attribute frequencies with the percentage values extracted by dividing the frequency over the total
frequencies of the frequent set. This is to avoid the influence of high frequencies in large size books based on statistical theories
which state that normal distributions of small values should be avoided because of the insufficient results that will be provided
[10]. Accordingly, we used a percentage for the frequency of attributes for each 10,000 corresponding words, as shown in
Figure 4.

Figure 4: replace frequencies with percentage for sakhawy’s book1
The process includes chunking and cleansing text before finally transforming. Repeat the process for all books, then do
the major steps by Merging and assembling all of the five books of the author which is being tested (SAKHAWY) in a single
table and make a relationship between their fields, calculate the arithmetic average of the redundancies. Index the total
arithmetic average descending, as shown in figure 5.
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Figure 5: stylometric map database
After we get the average of all the fields of the five books which have been indexed Descending, select threshold 300
attributes of redundancy that has the height average value in the stylometric map and put them in the new database, create a new
relationship through query connect the new stylometric map database table with the rest of the authors, as the result shown
below in figure6:

Figure 6: stylometric map database for all authors
Extract the Pearson correlation for the particular author‟s stylometric map from each of the five test books, hence
giving five Pearson values. Figure 7 shows the Pearson correlation coefficient. Note that Pearson's correlation reflects the
degree of linear relationship between two variables, ranging from +1 to -1. A correlation of +1 means that there is a perfect
positive linear relationship between variables, because high scores on the X-axis are associated with high scores on the Y-axis.
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This means a perfect match between 2 compared data sets, while a correlation result -1 means a full opposite decision, this kind
of value is impossible to show in the stylometric authorship attribution field because any language structure will keep some
similarity between any two authors[Tar11].

Figure 7: Pearson correlation equation
Where X, Y are a single corresponding attribute frequency in both learning(x) and testing(y) corpus
Results
Programs and codes needed to distinguish our methodology and algorithm were written in visual basic and MYSQL
language under Microsoft access 2010 that is very effective and flexible database engine and text mining tool.

Figure 8: Trio Pearson correlation results
Where -1 means false author, the number 4 is the weight of the right author
As shown in figure 8, Pearson correlation value shows a highly prediction between the (SAKHAWY) stylometric map
and his test book.

Figure 9: Stylometric map compared with two testing maps
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As illustrated in Figure 9, the main stylometric map (Average percent) flows as a smooth curve holding 300 of the most
frequent attributes as compared to the other two maps, which are the Nearest Test Map (sakhawyafterpercent) and the Other
Author map (ibnjuziaafterpercent). Note that the main curve with less diversion yields the most correct estimation of the author.
In figure 10, shows another graphic line chart representing by main stylometric map (Average percent) compared with other two
maps, the nearest map (sakhawyafterpercent) and other author map (tusiafterpercent).

Figure 10: Stylometric map compared with nearest and other testing maps
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the burrow-delta algorithm, we do the same re-tests, but this time using
one word (frequent) and the two words (pair) as a feature attribute. The following are the final results of these tests as shown in
figure11, 12.

Figure 11: Frequent Pearson correlation results

Figure 12: Pair Pearson correlation results
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For the purpose of emphasis on the success of the Burrow-Delta algorithm, we will retest another author named
“ibnjuzia”, final results as follows in figure 13,14,15:

Figure 13: Frequent Pearson correlation results for ibnjuzia

Figure 14: Pair Pearson correlation results for ibnjuzia

Figure 14: Trio Pearson correlation results for ibnjuzia

Conclusions:
Regarding that this research is the first to imply the SAA on Arabic language, the following conclusions are summarized as
follows:
- Apply Burrow-Delta method successfully in detecting authors for Arabic language as well as in English language.
- The process of chunking, transforming and cleansing the text before converting in a new database is more complicated
in Arabic language than English language.
- Although the pair attribute some time has a highly prediction, the frequent and trio Attributes are more dependable
results because of the minimum error rate due to Arabic language characteristics.
- Most of the tests that were conducted on Burrow-Delta method approved more accuracy in the trio attributes features.
- The 300 attributes are still the optimal threshold number for the classification.
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Future works
-

Implement other Stylometric Authorship Attribution algorithms, i.e Computational method and Winnow method.
Apply other theories specialized in stylometric attribution such as gender, the corpus era.
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